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Lectures
I haven’t broken the scores down by lecture because of the number of them but all lectures
achieved 4 or 5 with the vast majority graded as 5.
83% of delegates said the number of lectures was just right. 17% wanted more lectures.
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All areas have been steady or improved compared to last year with the exception of the
score for practical supervision, value for money and equipment quality. The differences are
unlikely to be significant but with regards to supervision, 3 delegates did say that they
would have liked more supervision in the lab. One delegate said that this was particularly
true of day 4 (endoscopic day). The value for money score may have dropped a little
because the course fee went from £990 to £1300 this time. The scores for pre-course
communication and website have jumped significantly despite the website being exactly the
same. I did do more of the pre-course communications myself this time. The course manual
scores are better and this may reflect the revision of some sections, some new drawings
from our illustrator and the introduction of some photos from last year’s course.
How Useful Were The Following Teaching Methods
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Lab demos

Lectures

Dissection supervision

Not surprisingly the scores were high for each of these and were similar to last year. The
improvement in the lectures score probably reflects the introduction of all the predissection presentations.
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Course will improve my practice Course will benefit my patients

Other Lectures To Include
Total petrosectomy
Any Teaching Methods To Enhance The Course
Clinical cases
Anything We Should Do Differently
Send out the manual earlier
More one to one tuition
Strengths
Excellent 360 degree approach x 4
MDT approach
Excellent faculty x 5
Excellent specimens x 2
One specimen per delegate
Excellent demonstrations
Lectures x 2
Appropriate pace
Good to see both ENT and neuro perspectives
Weaknesses
Specimens a bit stiff
Transfacial approaches missing from handbook
More faculty supervision x 3
Better suction (kept blocking up) x 2
Several said no weaknesses
How Did You Find The Course
60% word of mouth
30% website
10% AOT
Further Comments
Thanks very much! Effort of organising and running course much
appreciated
Overall fantastic. Thank you all
The course is just perfect. I loved it. Happy to come again.
I think this course is complete and covers a wide field of ENT and
neurosurgery

I would like to attend the course next year. Highly recommended. Thank
you.
Good balance between dissection and practical.
Overall one of the best courses I've been to. Thank you

